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Intel Transistor Innovation (part 1) 

The Path from Pentium to Penryn 

Chipworks is releasing a special 2-part blog covering Intel’s transistor design history in celebration of the fact 

that we now have the Penryn processors in our reverse engineering labs. Part 2 will be published on October 

22nd with even more advanced research on the Penryn device coming soon thereafter. For more information 

about our process reports on the Intel 45 nm device please visit our Intel 45 nm spotlight. 

Ray Fontaine, Process Analysis Engineer 

On November 4, 2003, Intel announced a fundamental breakthrough in CMOS transistor 

fabrication by implementing high-k gate dielectrics and metal gate electrodes [1]. Moving 

forward 2+ years, on January 25, 2006 they demonstrated fully functional 6T SRAM test chips 

manufactured in a 45 nm logic process [2]. 

Today we are less than a month away from the heralded release of the Penryn family of 45 nm 

microprocessors. With these parts in our hands, we thought it would be a good time to dust off 

some of our old reports and put things in perspective by looking at the progression of Intel’s 

process technology. 

Talking about such things in the context of a timeline is nothing new; Intel celebrated the 60
th

 

anniversary of the modern transistor with a nice roadmap of their processor launches [3]. The 

October 2007 edition of IEEE Spectrum also has a nice write-up by Mark Bohr, et al., on the 

odyssey of high-k gate dielectric and metal gate development [4]. Without going too far back 

into the archives, I’d like to parallel these timelines with our own findings. 

As a preamble to the Pentium, it’s worth noting that it too was just the next stop in the evolution 

of MOS transistor design. In Q3 of 1992 we looked at an Intel 80386SX-16 microprocessor and 

found it to use W silicided MOS gates. The minimum physical gate length was 1.1 ‘m and the 

minimum metal 1 pitch was 3.3 ‘m. 

 

1992 Intel 80386SX-16 Microprocessor (1.1 ‘m gate length) 
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In 1993 Intel launched the Pentium’ Processor which used 3 million transistors and was made 

using a 0.8 ‘m BiCMOS process (The first few generations of Pentium processors also used 

bipolar transistors). We found 0.65 ‘m gate length MOS transistors and a minimum metal 1 pitch 

of 1.9 ‘m. The MOS transistors used a Ti silicide on the gates and S/D diffusions and employed a 

simple silicon nitride SWS structure. The part used 3 levels of Al metal and featured 6T SRAM 

with a 9.3 ‘m x 12.0 ‘m (112 ‘m
2
) cell size. Note the re-flowed pre-metal dielectric (PMD). 

 

1993 ‘ Intel Pentium Processor (0.65 ‘m MOS gate length) 

1994 brought an Intel P54C Pentium Processor to our doorstep. This one was built using a 0.60 

‘m BiCMOS process featuring 0.45 ‘m gate length MOS transistors and a metal 1 pitch of 1.45 

‘m. The materials used for the transistors remained unchanged. This part used 4 levels of Al 

metal and featured a 6T SRAM size of 6.0 ‘m x 7.0 ‘m (42 ‘m
2
). 

 

1994 ‘ Intel P54C Pentium Processor (0.45 ‘m MOS gate length) 

In 1996 we looked at a Pentium Pro microprocessor made using a 0.35 ‘m BiCMOS process. We 

found 0.30 ‘m gate length MOS transistors and a minimum metal 1 pitch of 0.95 ‘m. The 

transistors used a Ti silicide on the gates and S/D diffusions and continued to use a simple silicon 

nitride SWS structure. The part used 4 levels of Al metal and featured 6T SRAM with a 5.85 x 

8.45 (49 ‘m
2
) cell size. By this time Intel had moved to a full chemical mechanical polish (CMP) 

process for planarization of the dielectrics. 



 

1996 ‘ Intel 200 MHz Pentium Pro Processor (0.35 ‘m gate length) 

In 1997 we looked at a 200 MHz Pentium Processor with MMX technology. By then the 

Pentium had gone to a straight CMOS process. We found 0.30 ‘m minimum gate length MOS, 

although the Wikipedia entry for the MMX part indicates a migration to a 0.28 ‘m process [5]. 

Regardless, the SRAM cell size was shrunk to 4.2 ‘m x 4.6 ‘m (19 ‘m
2
). 

We did see the 0.28 ‘m CMOS process in 1997 in a 266 MHz 32-bit Pentium II (Klamath) 

processor. The parts featured minimum MOS gate lengths of 0.25 ‘m and a minimum metal 1 

pitch of 0.95 ‘m. The 6T SRAM cell size was 4.1 ‘m x 4.8 ‘m (19.7 ‘m
2
). The part continued to 

use 4 levels of Al metal and again no materials changes were made to the transistor gates. 

 

1997 ‘ Intel 266 MHz 32-bit Pentium II (Klamath) Processor (0.25 ‘m gate length) 

In 1998 we saw a 333 MHz 32-bit Pentium II (Deschutes) processor made using a 0.25 ‘m 

CMOS process. The part featured 0.20 ‘m minimum gate length MOS transistors and a metal 1 

pitch of 0.65 ‘m. A fifth level of Al interconnect was added, but again the gate structure 

remained the same. The 6T SRAM cell size was scaled to 3.0 ‘m x 4.2 ‘m (12.6 ‘m
2
). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentium


 

1998 ‘ Intel 333 MHz 32-bit Pentium II (Deschutes) Processor (0.20 ‘m gate length) 

So, with all due respect to the process engineers of the day, the rate of change was fairly slow 

compared to recent times. I guess you could say all of the low hanging fruit was picked long ago. 

Anyway in Q2 of 1999 we looked at the 550 MHz 32-bit Pentium III processor made using a 

0.18 ‘m CMOS process featuring 0.13 ‘m minimum gate length MOS transistors and a minimum 

metal 1 pitch of 0.70 ‘m. These parts featured 9.5 million transistors, five levels of Al 

interconnect and a 6T SRAM cell size of 2.9 ‘m x 4.1 ‘m (11.9 ‘m
2
). Ok, so still there are 

minimal materials changes, but hold on things are about to take off. 

 

1999 ‘ Intel 550 MHz 32-bit Pentium III Processor (0.13 ‘m gate length) 

 


